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Objective. To measure changes in pharmacy and medical students’ empathy scores after a 40-minute workshop during which students observed and discussed a theatrical performance about the challenges of aging.

Methods. First-year pharmacy and medical students (n = 187 and n = 183, respectively) participating in the workshop observed and discussed a 10-minute performance in which students enacted problems and concerns faced by elderly patients. The Jefferson Scale of Empathy (JSE) was administered just prior to the workshop (pretest), immediately afterward (posttest 1), and 7 or 26 days afterward (posttest 2).

Results. Empathy increased significantly from pretest to posttest 1 for students of each profession (p <0.01). Improvement in empathy scores declined by the time the JSE was readministered to pharmacy students 7 days later and to medical students 26 days later (posttest 2). Similar patterns of improved and declining empathy were found when the data were analyzed by gender and medical student specialty interest (ie, primary vs non-primary care specialties).

Conclusion. Empathy scores increased but were not sustained for both pharmacy and medical students after a brief workshop on aging that required limited personnel resources.
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INTRODUCTION

Empathy is an important component of the healthcare provider-patient relationship that has been linked to optimal patient outcomes.1 Indicators of empathic engagement in patient care, such as communication, positive talk, appropriate touch, eye contact, bodily posture, gestures, and quality and quantity of the encounter can lead to increased patient satisfaction,2-5 better compliance,6-8 patients’ feelings of being important,9 accuracy of diagnosis,10 and accuracy of prognosis.11 Given the increased level of direct patient interaction that occurs between the pharmacist and the patient, empathy is also a key component of the pharmacist-patient relationship.

Despite the importance of improving empathy in health-professions students, empathy declines as students progress through medical school,12-14 dental school,15 and postgraduate medical education.16,17 These findings are a warning signal to the leaders and faculty members of health-professions educational institutions that strategies need to be designed not only to prevent the erosion of empathy but also to enhance students’ empathic orientation to achieve better understanding of patients.

Numerous approaches have been suggested to improve empathy among health-professions students.18 One approach to enhancing empathy is for students to assume the roles of persons in need of medical care, including elderly persons with age-related impairments.19-25 Anecdotal reports suggest that these approaches result in better understanding of the concerns and experiences of elderly people with chronic or terminal diseases.20,26,27 However, the short- and long-term effects of such approaches have not been empirically documented by using a psychometrically sound instrument specific to measuring empathy in the context of patient care. Moreover, most exercises about aging consume a considerable amount of personnel resources.19 This study was designed to determine the immediate and sustained impact on empathy scores of a workshop during which pharmacy and medical students watched and discussed a brief theatrical performance on the challenges of aging.
METHODS

A workshop on empathy was developed for pharmacy and medical students as part of a required biochemistry course. While most aging workshops last at least 3 hours,19-23 the time and personnel constraints of the course28,29 limited the workshop to 40 minutes. Participants in the workshop included 187 first-year students in the Chicago College of Pharmacy (89% of 209 students in the class of 2014) and 183 first-year students in the Chicago College of Osteopathic Medicine (91% of 202 students in the class of 2014) at Midwestern University. Participants were divided into groups of 20 to 40 students and assembled in different classrooms at different times. Five faculty members each facilitated one to three 40-minute workshop sessions over a 3-hour period of a single day.

Upon arrival at the workshop, students were informed that the purpose of the workshop was to depict the problems and concerns of elderly patients through a brief enactment by 2 of their fellow students. Before the start of the play, the Jefferson Scale of Empathy (JSE) was administered. The JSE (HPS-Version for pharmacy students and JSE, S-Version, for medical students), which was developed following an extensive review of the literature, relies on the definition of empathy in the context of patient care as a predominantly cognitive attribute that involves an understanding of the patient’s experiences, concerns, and perspectives, combined with a capacity to communicate this understanding and an intention to help.12,18 The scale includes 20 items answered on a 7-point Likert scale (ranging from strongly agree = 7 to strongly disagree = 1).

The JSE has been examined previously for its psychometrics in pharmacy students,30 and it has been used to measure their empathy.31 Evidence in support of the JSE’s construct validity,32-36 criterion-related validity,33,34 predictive validity,37 internal consistency reliability,33,34,36 and test-retest reliability36 has been reported in medical students and physicians. The JSE has received broad acceptance and has been translated into 42 languages to date. (More information about versions of the JSE can be found at: www.tju.edu/jmc/crmehc/medu/oempathy.cfm.)

Students were asked to write a 4-digit ID code (numeric, alphabetic, or combination of both) of their choice on the JSE. They were told to remember or make a note of the ID code to use on 2 posttests. Students were ensured that their individual responses were confidential, and that the survey tools would be destroyed after data were entered into computer files. The volunteer student actors did not complete the pretest.

After the students completed the JSE, the 10-minute performance began. A table was placed near the front of the room with 2 chairs on opposite sides. One actor portrayed an elderly person who was being admitted to a long-term assisted-care living facility. The other actor portrayed the assistant manager of the facility. The assistant manager and elderly patient entered the room, sat down in the chairs and started to talk, following the script written by one of the faculty members and given to them prior to the workshop. (A copy of the script can be obtained from the corresponding author.) The actor who played the role of the elderly person wore protective eye goggles covered with petroleum jelly to simulate visual impairment and earplugs to simulate hearing problems. The actor slowly entered the room where the other students had assembled, using a walker to simulate movement problems. The actor assumed a demanding personality, exhibiting impatient behavior and using a grumpy tone of voice, and asked questions about what to do in case of emergency, how food service is provided, schedules for taking their medicine, and other issues. The actor who played the role of the assistant manager showed more concern about rules and regulations related to running the facility than about attempting to understand the elderly person’s concerns.

After the performance was over, students were encouraged to reflect on the interaction that had taken place between the characters and discuss their views and provide feedback. If the 30-minute group discussion lagged, facilitators intervened by asking predesignated questions (eg, “Do you recommend this workshop to other students?” and “Could the learning experience from this workshop help you in your future profession?”). The JSE was administered to students again immediately after the workshop (posttest 1) and a final time to pharmacy students 7 days following the workshop and to medical students 26 days after the workshop (posttest 2).

Analysis of variance was used for repeated-measure design or pairing-design t tests for adjacent groups to test the significance of the changes in empathy scores for the matched samples, and the level of significance (probability of type I error) was set at 0.05 (Statistical Analysis System, Cary, NC, version 9.1 for Windows). This study fulfilled the criteria for exemption by the Midwestern University Institutional Review Board.

RESULTS

The response rates for the pretest, posttest 1, and posttest 2 were 89%, 96% and 84%, respectively, for pharmacy students completing survey tools with or without ID codes, and 91%, 99% and 92%, respectively, for medical students completing survey tools with or without ID codes. Ninety-nine percent of pharmacy and medical student participants (n = 186 and n = 182, respectively) used their unique identification code on the JSE just prior to and immediately after the workshop (pretest and posttest 1),
allowing these nearly complete sets of data to be merged for inferential statistical analysis. However, only 148 pharmacy students (79%) and 85 medical students (46%) included their ID codes on all 3 test administrations (pre-test, posttest 1, and posttest 2). Because of this, the data are presented in 2 sets: a comparison of matched pretest to posttest 1 scores and a comparison of matched pretest, posttest 1, and posttest 2 scores.

Empathy scores increased significantly (p < 0.01) among both pharmacy and medical students (n = 186 and n = 182, respectively) between pretest and posttest 1. For pharmacy students, the JSE mean (±SD) scores for the pretest and posttest 1 were 110.8 ± 12.1 and 113.3 ± 13.2, respectively, and the difference was significant (p < 0.01). For medical students, the JSE mean scores for pretest and posttest 1 were 111.9 ± 11.1 and 113.7 ± 12.9, respectively, and the difference was significant (p < 0.01).

The means and standard deviations for empathy scores on pretest, posttest 1, and posttest 2 for those pharmacy students (n = 148) and medical students (n = 85) who included their ID code on all 3 tests are reported in Table 1. As shown in the table, the F-ratios were significant for pharmacy (F(2, 294) = 3.6, p < 0.05) and medical (F(2, 168) = 4.1, p < 0.05) students.

Post hoc pairwise mean comparison tests showed that the mean empathy score increased significantly immediately after the workshop (posttest 1) but returned to the pretest level in posttest 2. We observed the same pattern of mean test scores when the entire populations of pharmacy or medical student test results were considered (>84% response rate on each test for each profession), although these unmatched data could not be analyzed using our inferential statistical method.

Only 105 pharmacy students and 80 medical students specified their gender and ID code on all 3 tests (Table 2). The pattern of changes in empathy scores for male and female pharmacy and medical students is similar to that observed for the total samples (eg, mean empathy score increased in posttest 1 but returned to the original level in posttest 2; Table 2). Those who planned to pursue a primary care specialty had higher mean empathy scores than other students on the pretest and posttest 2, but the difference was not significant in posttest 1, indicating that the pretest difference between the 2 groups diminished somewhat immediately after the workshop but the change was only temporary.

**DISCUSSION**

After watching a brief theatrical performance depicting various problems of elderly patients, there was an increase in the empathy scores of pharmacy and medical students but the increase was not sustained. Although the observed increases in empathy scores from pretest to posttest 1 were significant, they were not substantial, based on the magnitudes of effect-size estimates of the differences (effect sizes of 0.19 for both pharmacy and medical students are not considered substantial). However, the consistency of the pattern of findings, regardless of academic program, gender, or specialty interest, is important. The brevity of the performance (10 minutes) may have contributed to the small effect estimates.

A typical exercise about aging in medical education often requires all students to assume the identity of older adults and become actively involved in the role-playing rather than watching a performance by others. For example, the University of Minnesota’s game on aging is often a half-day workshop coupled with an additional half day of clinical geriatrics teaching. A more substantial effect size could be obtained by using an expanded version of the workshop presented in our project, but such speculation awaits empirical verification.

Although increased empathy scores returned to the original level over time, our results are still encouraging,
given that empathy tends to decline during health-professions education.\textsuperscript{12-17} We observed a similar pattern for patient-centered orientation scores of first-year medical students participating in a 2-hour workshop on reciprocity in relationships.\textsuperscript{39} The designs of other interventions that have been outlined\textsuperscript{18} could be altered to provide exposure to fresh empathy-raising activities throughout health-professions training. Longitudinal research would be needed to confirm the long-term effects of such interventions if they were used in the curriculum as regularly reoccurring events. In this regard, our preliminary studies show a longer increase in the patient-centered orientation scores of osteopathic medical students performing regular critical reflection as members of learning teams.\textsuperscript{40,41} However, these results need to be confirmed and expanded by using the JSE.

Limitations of this work include the single institution study and the low match rate in medical students on all 3 tests; both may jeopardize the external validity or generalization of the findings, although the match rate was 99% for the pretest and posttest 1. The lack of a randomly assigned control group (ie, with no participation in the workshop) for comparison with their participant counterparts further limits the attribution of changes exclusively to the workshop activities. Replication of this study by including control groups and representative samples from multiple institutions would enable us to generalize the findings and to infer cause-and-effect relationships.

**CONCLUSIONS**

A brief workshop to improve empathic understanding of elderly people increased empathy scores of pharmacy and medical students. The workshop was uniquely short (40 minutes), undemanding of personnel resources, and replicated in 2 groups of health-professions students. Enhancing health professionals’ empathic understanding of elderly patients is important and timely, considering the increasing number of elderly people in society who are treated by younger healthcare providers.